Regulations for admission of international prospective students as PhD students to Siberian Federal University in 2021 on commercial basis

1. Siberian Federal University shall accept foreign citizens’ documents for applying to PhD programs to SibFU on commercial basis till July 30, 2021.

2. For visa and admission support, please, contact International Students Recruitment Office, e-mail: admission@sfu-kras.ru

4. When applying please supply the following documents:

• an application (in English or Russian) for admission to the University;

• a copy of the document certifying the identity (passport or ID) with translation to Russian;

• copies of degree(s) certificates with transcripts (master's degree or specialist is required to apply), in case of enrollment you shall also provide the original education document.

• translations of the foreign state document confirming education and/or qualification and supplement to them (if the latter is provided by the legislation of the state, which issued such document). The translations should be certified in accordance with the established order;

• in case of foreign state education document the document confirming that education and qualification is nostrified in Russian Federation;

• 4 photos (3 x 4 centimeters, with the right bottom corner left blank for stamping)

• a list of research publications with full texts of publications (if any)

• a completed form;

• an application where you agree to enrollment.

All translations to be made in the name stated in the entry visa.

4. Enrolment of the foreign citizens to the University for educational programmes as PhD students are based on the results of the entry tests. The applicants shall pass the entry exam by the specialty discipline orally. (in early August)

Further details can be obtained from SibFU’s Graduate School by e-mail: aspirantura@sfu-kras.ru, tel.: +7 391 291-28-31, Krasnoyarsk, Svobodny, 79/10, Room: P 6-16.